
 
 

President’s Message 
Coffee With Duke… Reflections on Father’s Day 

 

"My father used to say that it’s never too late to do anything you wanted 
to do. And he said, ‘You never know what you can accomplish until you 
try."' —Michael Jordan 
 
"My dad, like any coach, has always stressed the fundamentals. He taught 
me responsibility, accountability, and the importance of hard work.” —
Steve Young 
 
"He has always provided me a safe place to land and a hard place from which to launch." —
Chelsea Clinton 
 
"My father gave me the greatest gift anyone could give another person: he believed in me.” —
Jim Valvano 
 
This Sunday is Father's Day. So in lieu of my typical column, I thought I would share some 
personal thoughts about why this day is so important to me. In thinking about this day, I was 
quickly reminded that Father’s Day is celebrated worldwide and is meant to recognize the 
contributions that fathers and father figures make in the lives of their children. 
 
This holiday has been an honored tradition that dates to the Middle Ages. In the United States, 
Father’s Day was founded by Sonora Smart Dodd and celebrated on the third Sunday in June for 
the first time in 1910. 
 
When I became a father, I realized how important it was for me to be present in my children’s 
lives. So, I made it my priority to go to games, concerts, and other events for each of my 
children. I added their events to my calendar and blocked out the time so that I would be able to 
attend. 
 
I learned to say no to others so that I could say yes to my children. I knew this would help set an 
example for my children and to also demonstrate that they were the top priority in my life. 
 
Just before Father’s Day in 1974—I had a daughter (15), a son (12) and a daughter (11)— I was 
asked, "Who is going to teach your children about dating?" 
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How would you answer this question? 
 
The man who asked me this question gave me some options: 
The School? 
                 The Church? 
                                   Their friends? 
 
He then told me: 
 
You and Wanda (my wife) need to teach your children how a gentleman dates so they know 
what the standard should be on their first date. 
 
In the early 1970s, we believed (and still do) that you treat your dates with respect. So we set up 
an evening and taught our children how to date. We put wrist corsages on our daughters and 
then put a boutonnière on my suit lapel as well as my son’s suit lapel. 
 
We recommended the following sequence: 

• Open the car door for our daughters as we were leaving home. 
• Open the car door when arriving at restaurant and asking our daughters to stay seated 

until the door was opened. 
• Open the door entering the restaurant. 
• Holding our daughters’ chairs away from the table in the restaurant. 
• Asking our daughters what they wanted to eat… then I ordered their meal. 
• Holding the chair when leaving the restaurant. 
• Opening the car door so that my daughters could get back in the car. 
• Asking my daughters to stay seated when arriving home until I opened the door. 
• Holding the door open to enter the house. 
• Thanking them for a special date and sharing that I had a good time with each of them. I 

then asked if it was OK to ask for a future date. 
 
I believed that doing this with my daughters would teach them how a GENTLEMAN ACTS ON A 
DATE. 
 
How did my son learn? Wanda took him on dates, but he really learned by watching how I, his 
father, treated his mother. Of course, he learned on our family dates respecting his sisters and 
mother. 
 
In 60 years of marriage, I doubt if Wanda opened up her own car door more than 50 times. My 
son, Rob, many times held the car door, restaurant door, and chairs for his mother and sisters. I 
so enjoyed watching him pay respect to his mother and sisters. 
 
Grandfather Dentists: Take your granddaughter on a date... she should know what to expect on 
a date. She needs to know how a gentleman acts on a date. 



 
I tried to implement the same principles with my office staff. Respect and courtesy go a long 
way. So, when the entire staff went to a restaurant for meetings, in the dental office parking lot, 
I would make female staff stand by the car until I held the door for them, then sit in the car 
until I opened the door upon arrival, and finally wait as I held the restaurant door open. 

(I allowed them to order their own food. 😀) 
 
How do you teach your children to show respect and courtesy? What has been the most 
important thing your father or father-figure taught you? 
 
Share your thoughts by emailing me at president@aaid.com.  
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